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CyberGIS for Geospatial Discovery and Innovation - Shaowen Wang 2018-06-26
This book elucidates how cyberGIS (that is, new-generation geographic information science and systems
(GIS) based on advanced computing and cyberinfrastructure) transforms computation- and data-intensive
geospatial discovery and innovation. It comprehensively addresses opportunities and challenges, roadmaps
for research and development, and major progress, trends, and impacts of cyberGIS in the era of big data.
The book serves as an authoritative source of information to fill the void of introducing this exciting and
growing field. By providing a set of representative applications and science drivers of cyberGIS, this book
demonstrates how cyberGIS has been advanced to enable cutting-edge scientific research and innovative
geospatial application development. Such cyberGIS advances are contextualized as diverse but interrelated
science and technology frontiers. The book also emphasizes several important social dimensions of
cyberGIS such as for empowering deliberative civic engagement and enabling collaborative problem solving
through structured participation. In sum, this book will be a great resource to students, academics, and
geospatial professionals for leaning cutting-edge cyberGIS, geospatial data science, high-performance
computing, and related applications and sciences.
Cities Made of Boundaries - Benjamin N. Vis 2018-09-17
Cities Made of Boundaries presents the theoretical foundation and concepts for a new social scientific
urban morphological mapping method, Boundary Line Type (BLT) Mapping. Its vantage is a plea to
establish a frame of reference for radically comparative urban studies positioned between geography and
archaeology. Based in multidisciplinary social and spatial theory, a critical realist understanding of the
boundaries that compose built space is operationalised by a mapping practice utilising Geographical
Information Systems (GIS). Benjamin N. Vis gives a precise account of how BLT Mapping can be applied to
detailed historical, reconstructed, contemporary, and archaeological urban plans, exemplified by sixteenth
to twenty-first century Winchester (UK) and Classic Maya Chunchucmil (Mexico). This account
demonstrates how the functional and experiential difference between compact western and tropical
dispersed cities can be explored. The methodological development of Cities Made of Boundaries will appeal
to readers interested in the comparative social analysis of built environments, and those seeking to expand
the evidence-base of design options to structure urban life and development.
Global Shift, Sixth Edition - Peter Dicken 2011-02-25
Widely adopted throughout the world, this definitive text comprehensively examines how the global
economy works and its effects on people and places. Peter Dicken provides a balanced yet critical analysis
of globalization processes and debates. The text synthesizes a wealth of data on production, distribution,
consumption, and innovation, including detailed case studies of key global industries. Students learn how
the global economic map is being shaped and reshaped by dynamic interactions among transnational
corporations, states, consumers, labor, and civil society organizations. Useful features include nearly 250
quick-reference figures and tables. The companion website offers PowerPoint slides of the figures and
tables, additional case studies and questions, annotated Web links, and more. New to This Edition Revised
throughout to incorporate the latest ideas in the field; gives increased attention to global production
networks as a major organizing principle. Addresses the current global financial crisis. Chapter on

Mapping the Social Landscape: Readings in Sociology - Susan J Ferguson 2008
Drawing from a wide selection of classic and contemporary works, the 60 selections in this best-selling
reader represent a plurality of voices and views within sociology. In addition to classic works by authors
such as Karl Marx, Max Weber, C. Wright Mills, David Rosenhan, Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore, this
anthology presents a wide range of contemporary scholarship, some of which provides new treatments of
traditional concepts. By integrating issues of diversity throughout the book, Ferguson helps students see
the inter-relationships of race, social class, and gender, and the ways in which they have shaped the
experiences of all people in society.
Books in Print - 1991
Социологический журнал - 1999
Shifting the Center: Understanding Contemporary Families - Susan J Ferguson 2005-12-14
This anthology explores the issues and diversity of contemporary families, presenting balanced coverage of
racial and ethnic variation and discussing a wide variety of family arrangements and processes. 32 out of
the 50 selections included are new to this edition.
The Social Machine - Judith Donath 2014-05-23
New ways to design spaces for online interaction—and how they will change society. Computers were first
conceived as “thinking machines,” but in the twenty-first century they have become social machines, online
places where people meet friends, play games, and collaborate on projects. In this book, Judith Donath
argues persuasively that for social media to become truly sociable media, we must design interfaces that
reflect how we understand and respond to the social world. People and their actions are still harder to
perceive online than face to face: interfaces are clunky, and we have less sense of other people's character
and intentions, where they congregate, and what they do. Donath presents new approaches to creating
interfaces for social interaction. She addresses such topics as visualizing social landscapes, conversations,
and networks; depicting identity with knowledge markers and interaction history; delineating public and
private space; and bringing the online world's open sociability into the physical world. Donath asks
fundamental questions about how we want to live online and offers thought-provoking designs that explore
radically new ways of interacting and communicating.
Geospatial Analysis - Michael John De Smith 2007
Addresses a range of analytical techniques that are provided within modern Geographic Information
Systems and related geospatial software products. This guide covers: the principal concepts of geospatial
analysis; core components of geospatial analysis; and, surface analysis, including surface form analysis,
gridding and interpolation methods.
Decision support tools for forest landscape restoration - Chazdon, R.L. 2018-03-05
Decision-making bodies at all scales face an urgent need to conserve remaining forests, and reestablish
forest cover in deforested and degraded forest landscapes. The scale of the need, and the opportunity to
make a difference, is enormous. Degradation is
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environmental impacts of global production networks. Case study chapter on the extractive industries. Fully
updated empirical data; additional maps and charts.
Cumulative Book Index - 1997
A world list of books in the English language.
The Mapping of Love and Death - Jacqueline Winspear 2010
"Maisie Dobbs must unravel a case of wartime love and death--an investigation that leads her to a doomed
affair between a young cartographer and a mysterious nurse"--Provided by publisher.
Remote Sensing of Wetlands - Ralph W. Tiner 2015-03-23
Effectively Manage Wetland Resources Using the Best Available Remote Sensing TechniquesUtilizing top
scientists in the wetland classification and mapping field, Remote Sensing of Wetlands: Applications and
Advances covers the rapidly changing landscape of wetlands and describes the latest advances in remote
sensing that have taken place over the pa
Urban Ethics Under Conditions Of Crisis: Politics, Architecture, Landscape Sustainability And
Multidisciplinary Engineering - Moraitis Konstantinos 2019-03-20
Urban Ethics under Conditions of Crisis investigates the states of urban planning, architectural design,
sustainability, landscape architecture, and engineering, and examines their correlation with social attitudes
and dispositions that can impact on socio-cultural and political engagement internationally in conditions of
crisis. The theme of the book emphasizes the need to acknowledge the controversial character of
contemporary social life under critical social conditions, in correlation with urban space. It concerns the
evaluation of critical issues such as:
The Handbook of Natural Resources, Second Edition, Six Volume Set - Yeqiao Wang 2022-05-30
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, the Handbook of Natural Resources, Second Edition, is an
excellent reference for understanding the consequences of changing natural resources to the degradation
of ecological integrity and the sustainability of life. Based on the content of the bestselling and CHOICE
awarded Encyclopedia of Natural Resources, this new edition demonstrates the major challenges that the
society is facing for the sustainability of all wellbeing on planet Earth. The experience, evidence, methods,
and models used in studying natural resources are presented in six stand-alone volumes, arranged along
the main systems: land, water, and air. It reviews state-of-the-art knowledge, highlights advances made in
different areas, and provides guidance for the appropriate use of remote sensing data in the study of
natural resources on a global scale. The six volumes in this set cover: Terrestrial Ecosystems and
Biodiversity; Landscape and Land Capacity; Wetlands and Habitats; Fresh Water and Watersheds; Coastal
and Marine Environments; and finally Atmosphere and Climate. Written in an easy-to-reference manner,
the Handbook of Natural Resources, Second Edition, as a complete set, is essential for anyone looking for a
deeper understanding of the science and management of natural resources. Public and private libraries,
educational and research institutions, scientists, scholars, and resource managers will benefit enormously
from this set. Individual volumes and chapters can also be used in a wide variety of both graduate and
undergraduate courses in environmental science and natural science courses at different levels and
disciplines, such as biology, geography, Earth system science, ecology, etc.
Picturing the Social Landscape - Caroline Knowles 2004-08-02
In this collection international experts explain how they have used visual methods in their own research,
examine their advantages and limitations, and show how they have been used alongside other research
techniques.
From Revolution to Chaos in Haiti (1804-2019) - Rhodner J Orisma 2020-01-13
Haiti is a failing state. The country is still unable to provide basic needs such as employment, food, housing,
healthcare and education to a majority of its inhabitants in over two centuries after its revolution and
Independence of 1804. Relatively incompetent, both the nation’s government and its opposition ignore
moral politics, and instead, focus on corruption and fighting each other. Though free from French rule, the
country remains tied to its slave past and violent history. It seems like a socioeconomic and urban
consensus cannot be achieved in order to carry out sustainable solutions for the people. This book, From
Revolution to Chaos in Haiti, 1804-2019: Urban Problems and Redevelopment Straregies, is an attempt to
analyze this situation from a historical perspective. First, the Haitian Revolution of 1804 is displayed to
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show the violent and bloody struggles of outstanding leaders and warriors against colonial powers for the
making of a great political and independent nation. Second, Haiti’s decline is analyzed starting from the
assassination of its first leader, Jean-Jacques Dessalines, in 1806 to the country’s bottom rank in the global
stratification during the 2010’s along with the impact of the catastrophic 2010 earthquake. The main
factors noted within this decline are linguistic, agricultural, urban and (HIV, AIDS, TB) healthcare issues
and undercapitalization along with ideological confusions (capitalism, neoliberalism, socialism, social
democracy) and political instability.
Feminisms in Social Work Research - Stéphanie Wahab 2014-07-25
Social work as a profession and academic discipline has long centered women and issues of concern to
women, such as reproductive rights, labor rights, equal rights, violence and poverty. In fact, the social work
profession was started by and maintained in large part by women and has been home to several
generations of feminists starting with recognized first wave feminists. This wide-ranging volume both maps
the contemporary landscape of feminist social work research, and offers a deep engagement with critical
and third wave feminisms in social work research. Showcasing the breadth and depth of exemplary social
work feminist research, the editors argue that social work’s unique focus on praxis, daily proximities to
privilege and oppression, concern with social change and engagement with participatory forms of inquiry
place social workers in a unique position to both learn from and contribute to broader social science and
humanities discourse associated with feminist research. The authors attend here to their specific claims of
feminisms, articulate deep engagement with theory, address the problematic use of binaries, and engage
with issues associated with methods that are consistently of interest to feminist researchers, such as power
and authority, ethics, reflexivity, praxis and difference. Comprehensive and containing an international
selection of contributions, Feminisms in Social Work Research is an important reference for all social work
researchers with an interest in critical perspectives.
Supervision in Social Work - Liz Beddoe 2017-10-02
Supervision is currently a "hot topic" in social work. The editors of this volume, both social work educators
and researchers, believe that good supervision is fundamental to the development and maintenance of
effective practice in social work. Supervision is seen as a key vehicle for continuing development of
professional skills, the safeguarding of competent and ethical practice and oversight of the wellbeing of the
practitioner. As a consequence the demand for trained and competent supervisors has increased and a
perceived gap in availability can create a call for innovation and development in supervision. This book
offers a collection of chapters which contribute new insights to the field. Authors from Australia and New
Zealand, where supervision inquiry is strong, offer research-informed ideas and critical commentary with a
dual focus on supervision of practitioners and students. Topics include external and interprofessional
supervision, retention of practitioners, practitioner resilience and innovation in student supervision. This
book will be of interest to supervisors of both practitioners and students and highly relevant to social work
academics. This book was originally published as a special issue of Australian Social Work.
The Production of Reality - Jodi O′Brien 2021-12-02
This popular text/reader for the social psychology courses in sociology departments is distinguished by the
author′s engaging framing essays that open each part, and an eclectic set of edited readings that introduce
students to major thinkers and perspectives in this field. Through the combination of essays and original
works, the book demonstrates how we make and remake our social worlds through our everyday
interactions with one another. The Seventh Edition features 10 new readings from the contemporary social
psychology literature, a streamlined organization, and the option of either e-book or print versions.
Forthcoming Books - Rose Arny 2004
Introducing Physical Geography, 6th Edition - Alan H. Strahler 2013-02-15
The 6th edition of Introducing Physical Geography is known for its clear writing, distinctive photos and
illustrations and a strong supplements program. The text continues its tradition as a great book to help nonscience readers visualize and understand earth processes and learn the basic language of physical
geography. The new edition features a strengthened Eye on the Landscape feature and updated data on
climate change.
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Community Practice - David A. Hardcastle 2011-02-18
For almost two decades, Community Practice has been a definitive text for social workers, community
practitioners, and students eager to help individuals contribute to and use community resources or work to
change oppressive community structures. In this third edition, a wealth of new charts and cases spotlight
the linkages between theoretical orientations and practical skills, with an enhanced emphasis on the
inherently political nature of social work and community practice. Boxes, examples, and exercises illustrate
the range of skills and strategies available to savvy community practitioners in the 21st century, including
networking, marketing and staging, political advocacy, and leveraging information and communication
technologies. Other features include: - New material on community practice ethics, critical practice skills,
community assessment and assets inventory and mapping, social problem analysis, and applying community
ractice skills to casework practice - Consideration of post-9/11 community challenges - Discussion on the
changing ethnic composition of America and what this means for practitioners - An exploration of a vastly
changed political landscape following the election of President Obama, the Great Recession, the rise of the
Tea Party, and the increasing political and corporate use of pseudo-grassroots endeavors - A completely
revamped instructor's manual available online at www.oup.com/us/communitypractice This fully revised
classic text provides a comprehensive and integrated overview of the community theory and skills
fundamental to all areas of social work practice. Broad in scope and intensive in analysis, it is suitable for
undergraduate as well as graduate study. Community Practice offers students and practitioners the tools
necessary to promote the welfare of individuals and communities by tapping into the ecological foundations
of community and social work practice.
Mapping the Social Landscape - Susan J. Ferguson 2002
Drawing from a wide selection of classic and contemporary works, this best-selling reader includes 56
readings that represent a plurality of voices and views within sociology.
Mapping the Social Landscape - Susan J. Ferguson 2020-08-27
Mapping The Social Landscape is one of the most established and widely-used readers for Introductory
Sociology. Susan J. Ferguson selects, edits, and introduces 58 readings representing a plurality of voices
and views within sociology. The selections include classic statements from great thinkers like C. Wright
Mills, Karl Marx, and Max Weber, as well of the works of contemporary scholars who address current social
issues.
Essentials of Sociology - Richard P. Appelbaum 2017-07
With a combination of up-to-the minute examples, cutting-edge research, and the latest available data,
Essentials of Sociology gets students thinking sociologically about what they're seeing in the news and on
their screens. Highlighting the macro social forces at work in our everyday lives, the authors move students
beyond their individual experiences and cultivate their sociological imaginations. Innovative pedagogy
promotes active reading and helps students master core sociological concepts. This strong in-text
pedagogical program is now supported by InQuizitive, Norton's new formative, adaptive learning tool.
Media and Information Literacy Curriculum for Educators and Learners - UNESCO 2021-09-30
Earth-mapping - Edward S. Casey 2005
Shows how contemporary artists re-envision the earth in innovative painterly, sculptural, and architectural
ways.
From Corporate to Social Media - Marisol Sandoval 2014-03-05
The corporate and the social are crucial themes of our times. In the first decade of the twenty-first century,
both individual lives and society were shaped by capitalist crisis and the rise of social media. But what
marks the distinctively social character of "social media"? And how does it relate to the wider social and
economic context of contemporary capitalism? The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is
based on the idea that a socially responsible capitalism is possible; this suggests that capitalist media
corporations can not only enable social interaction and cooperation but also be socially responsible. This
book provides a critical and provocative perspective on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in media and
communication industries. It examines both the academic discourse on CSR and actual corporate practices
in the media sector, offering a double critique that reveals contradictions between corporate interests and
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social responsibilities. Marisol Sandoval’s political economic analysis of Apple, AT&T, Google, HP,
Microsoft, News Corp, The Walt Disney Company and Vivendi shows that media and communication in the
twenty-first century are confronted with fundamental social responsibility challenges. From software
patents and intellectual property rights to privacy on the Internet, from working conditions in electronics
manufacturing to hidden flows of eWaste – this book encourages the reader to explore the multifaceted
social (ir)responsibilities that shape commercial media landscapes today. It makes a compelling argument
for thinking beyond the corporate in order to envision and bring about truly social media. It will interest
students and scholars of media studies, cultural industry studies, sociology, information society studies,
organization studies, political economy, business and management.
The Sociological Imagination - C. Wright Mills 2000-04-13
C. Wright Mills is best remembered for his highly acclaimed work The Sociological Imagination, in which he
set forth his views on how social science should be pursued. Leading sociologist Todd Gitlin brings this
fortieth anniversary edition up to date with a lucid introduction in which he considers the ways social
analysis has progressed since Mills first published his study in 1959. A classic in the field, this book still
provides rich food for our imagination.
Becoming Critical - Felecia M. Briscoe 2015-06-16
Presents the key experiences of a diverse group of teachers and students in their journeys of becoming
social justice educator/scholars. This innovative book is a collection of autoethnographies by a diverse
group of contributors who describe and theorize about the critical moments in their development as social
justice educator/scholars in the face of colonizing forces. Using a rhizomatic approach, the editors metaanalysis identifies patterns of similarity and differences and theorizes about the exercise of agency in
resistance and identity formation. In our increasingly diverse society, Becoming Critical is a wonderful
resource for teacher education and sociology of education as it presents an alternative methodological
approach for qualitative inquiry. The book contributes to students understanding of the development of
critical theoriesespecially as they pertain to identities. The contributors make use of the work of critical
scholars such as Collins, hooks, Weber, Foucault, and others relevant to the lives of students and educators
today.
Mapping Chengde - Philippe Foret 2000-06-01
The imperial residence of Chengde was built by two powerful and ambitious Manchu emperors between
1703 and 1780 in the mountains of Jehol. This volume, the first scholarly publication in English on the
Manchu summer capital, reveals how this unlikely architectural and landscape enterprise came to help
forge a dynasty's multicultural identity and concretize its claims of political legitimacy. Using both visual
and textual materials, the author explores the hidden dimensions of landscape, showing how geographical
imagination shaped the aesthetics of Qing court culture while proposing a new interpretation of the mental
universe that conceived one of the world's most remarkable examples of imperial architecture.
Cultural Mapping as Cultural Inquiry - Nancy Duxbury 2015-05-22
This edited collection provides an introduction to the emerging interdisciplinary field of cultural mapping,
offering a range of perspectives that are international in scope. Cultural mapping is a mode of inquiry and a
methodological tool in urban planning, cultural sustainability, and community development that makes
visible the ways local stories, practices, relationships, memories, and rituals constitute places as
meaningful locations. The chapters address themes, processes, approaches, and research methodologies
drawn from examples in Australia, Canada, Estonia, the United Kingdom, Egypt, Italy, Malaysia, Malta,
Palestine, Portugal, Singapore, Sweden, Syria, the United Arab Emirates, the United States, and Ukraine.
Contributors explore innovative ways to encourage urban and cultural planning, community development,
artistic intervention, and public participation in cultural mapping—recognizing that public involvement and
artistic practices introduce a range of challenges spanning various phases of the research process, from the
gathering of data, to interpreting data, to presenting "findings" to a broad range of audiences. The book
responds to the need for histories and case studies of cultural mapping that are globally distributed and
that situate the practice locally, regionally, nationally, and internationally.
Least Cost Analysis of Social Landscapes - Devin A. White 2012-03-13
Case studies that act as a guidebook to archeologists on the uses of least cost analysis using GIS
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methodologies
General Education Essentials - Paul Hanstedt 2012-05-29
General Education Essentials "Full-time and part-time faculty in any discipline and at any size campus with
any type of mission can pick up this volume and learn something that will help her or him improve teaching
and learning.???"—From the Foreword by Terrel L. Rhodes, vice president for Curriculum, Quality, and
Assessment, Association of American Colleges and Universities Every year, hundreds of small colleges,
state schools, and large, research-oriented universities across the United States (and, increasingly, Europe
and Asia) revisit their core and general education curricula, often moving toward more integrative models.
And every year, faculty members who are highly skilled in narrowly defined fields ask two simple questions:
"Why?" and "How is this going to affect me?" General Education Essentials seeks to answer these and other
questions by providing a much-needed overview of and a rationale for the recent shift in general education
curricular design, a sense of how this shift can affect a faculty member's teaching, and an understanding of
how all of this might impact course and student assessment. Filled with examples from a variety of
disciplines that will spark insights, General Education Essentials explores the techniques that can be used
to ensure that students are gaining the skills they need to be perceptive scholars and productive citizens.
"This is THE ONE BOOK for academics to get up to speed about reforming general education." —Jerry Gaff,
senior scholar, Association of American Colleges and Universities
In Quest of Universe - Karl F. Kuhn 1999-04-01

sources with a focus on modern technologies (including GIS, remote sensing and digital terrain analysis)
Provides readers with summaries of current advances in methodological/technical aspects Accompanied by
electronic resources for digital mapping
Michigan Sociological Review - 2005
The Basics of Process Mapping, 2nd Edition - Robert Damelio 2011-05-11
The bestselling first edition of this influential resource has been incorporated into the curriculum at
forward thinking colleges and universities, a leading vocational technical institute, many in-house corporate
continuous improvement approaches, and the United Nations’ headquarters. Providing a complete and
accessible introduction to process maps, The Basics of Process Mapping, Second Edition raises the bar on
what constitutes the basics. Thoroughly revised and updated to keep pace with recent developments, it
explains how relationship maps, cross-functional process maps (swimlane diagrams), and flowcharts can be
used as a set to provide different views of work. New in the Second Edition: Four new chapters and 75 new
graphics An introduction to the concepts of flow and waste and how both appear in knowledge work or
business processes A set of measures for flow and waste A discussion of problematic features of knowledge
work and business processes that act as barriers to flow Seven principles* and 29 guidelines for improving
the flow of knowledge work A detailed (actual) case study that shows how one organization applied the
principles and guidelines to reduce lead time from an average of 28 days to 4 days Unlike "tool books" or
"pocket guides" that focus on discrete tools in isolation, this text use a single comprehensive service work
example that integrates all three maps, and illustrates the insights they provide when applied as a set. It
contains how to procedures for creating each type of map, and includes clear-cut guidance for determining
when each type of map is most appropriate. The well-rounded understanding provided in these pages will
allow readers to effectively apply all three types of maps to make work visible at the organization, process,
and job/performer levels. *The Seven principles are integrated into Version 3 of the body of knowledge used
for Lean certification by the ASQ/AME/SME/SHINGO Lean Alliance. This is the first publication of those
principles and guidelines.
Mapping the Pāśupata Landscape - Elizabeth A. Cecil 2020-03-12
In Mapping the Pāśupata Landscape Elizabeth A. Cecil presents a spatial and material history of the
Pāśupata tradition and examines the formation of a Śaiva religious landscape in Early Medieval India.

Geomorphological Mapping - Mike J. Smith 2011-10-22
Geomorphological Mapping: a professional handbook of techniques and applications is a new book targeted
at academics and practitioners who use, or wish to utilise, geomorphological mapping within their work.
Synthesising for the first time an historical perspective to geomorphological mapping, field based and
digital tools and techniques for mapping and an extensive array of case studies from academics and
professionals active in the area. Those active in geomorphology, engineering geology, reinsurance,
Environmental Impact Assessors, and allied areas, will find the text of immense value. Growth of interest in
geomorphological mapping and currently no texts comprehensively cover this topic Extensive case studies
that will appeal to professionals, academics and students (with extensive use of diagrams, potentially colour
plates) Brings together material on digital mapping (GIS and remote sensing), cartography and data
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